About ABB Capital Partners
- Headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland
- Real estate focused on value-add investment opportunities in mid-size US properties
- 65 family offices
- 26+ years of experience optimizing the investment-management lifecycle with the Yardi Investment Suite

Want to know what Joe thinks so far?

Here are his top 5 benefits of using the Yardi Investment Suite

1. Eliminating double entry
   ABB dealt with manual, double data entry which was a big challenge.
   "It makes it easier for me because I no longer need to integrate and validate data from other sources."

2. Consolidating systems & processes
   Adoption was easy, since a number of ABB's joint partners also use Yardi.
   "All the work can be in the hands of the owners of the data – the accountants, the fund management team – with work directly with the data and don't validate it."

3. Focusing on value add
   Not being tasked with getting data out of multiple systems.
   "We can do more valuable things as a result."

4. Enjoying excellent support
   As someone who has been involved in implementing and managing software for over 30 years, vendor support is critical to Joe.
   "Yardi is the most responsive software company I've dealt with."

5. Doing more with less
   When it comes to the overall benefit of using a connected investment management solution on a single mobile platform, the value is clear, according to Joe.
   "Yardi makes it possible to do more with less."

To learn more about the Yardi Investment Suite, check out yardiinvestmentsuite.com or use the QR code below.